
HackTheBox – Active

Summary

• Discovery of an EAS encrypted password in GPP file which was accessible through 
anonymous SMB connection for the user SVC_TGS.

• Cracked the password for SVC_TGS using gpp-decrypt.
• Gained the Administrator password hash through kerberoasting.
• Cracked the hash and authenticated as Adminsitrator through psexec.
• It is also possible to bypass these steps by resetting the Administrator password using the 

ZeroLogon exploit (CVE-2020-1472).
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R  econ

I began by adding 10.10.10.100 to /etc/hosts as active.htb.
This was followed up by port scans which revealed a large amount of services running on the 
server, most notably LDAP, Kerberos and SMB. This leads me to believe that this is a domain 
controller.

# Nmap 7.80 scan initiated Fri Jan 22 04:58:57 2021 as: nmap -sV -sC 
-p53,88,135,139,389,445,464,593,636,694,3268,3269,5722,7684,9389,12474,26746,27279,36890,37130,41516,41673,47001,49152,
49153,49154,49155,49157,49158,49169,49171,49182,52062,60195,60263 -oN nmap.txt active.htb
Nmap scan report for active.htb (10.10.10.100)
Host is up (0.031s latency).

PORT      STATE  SERVICE       VERSION
53/tcp    open   domain        Microsoft DNS 6.1.7601 (1DB15D39) (Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1)
| dns-nsid: 
|_  bind.version: Microsoft DNS 6.1.7601 (1DB15D39)
88/tcp    open   kerberos-sec  Microsoft Windows Kerberos (server time: 2021-01-22 10:07:05Z)
135/tcp   open   msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
139/tcp   open   netbios-ssn   Microsoft Windows netbios-ssn
389/tcp   open   ldap          Microsoft Windows Active Directory LDAP (Domain: active.htb, Site: Default-First-Site-Name)
445/tcp   open   microsoft-ds?
464/tcp   open   kpasswd5?
593/tcp   open   ncacn_http    Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0
636/tcp   open   tcpwrapped
694/tcp   closed ha-cluster
3268/tcp  open   ldap          Microsoft Windows Active Directory LDAP (Domain: active.htb, Site: Default-First-Site-Name)
3269/tcp  open   tcpwrapped
5722/tcp  open   msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
7684/tcp  closed unknown
9389/tcp  open   mc-nmf        .NET Message Framing
12474/tcp closed unknown
26746/tcp closed unknown
27279/tcp closed unknown
36890/tcp closed unknown
37130/tcp closed unknown
41516/tcp closed unknown
41673/tcp closed unknown
47001/tcp open   http          Microsoft HTTPAPI httpd 2.0 (SSDP/UPnP)
|_http-server-header: Microsoft-HTTPAPI/2.0
|_http-title: Not Found
49152/tcp open   msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
49153/tcp open   msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
49154/tcp open   msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
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49155/tcp open   msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
49157/tcp open   ncacn_http    Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0
49158/tcp open   msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
49169/tcp open   msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
49171/tcp open   msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
49182/tcp open   msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
52062/tcp closed unknown
60195/tcp closed unknown
60263/tcp closed unknown
Service Info: Host: DC; OS: Windows; CPE: cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_server_2008:r2:sp1, cpe:/o:microsoft:windows

Host script results:
|_clock-skew: 7m59s
| smb2-security-mode: 
|   2.02: 
|_    Message signing enabled and required
| smb2-time: 
|   date: 2021-01-22T10:08:02
|_  start_date: 2021-01-22T10:01:55

Checking for accessible SMB shares nets the Replication share, I mounted this share to my system 
for enumeration.

MACHINE/Preferences/Groups/Groups.xml appears to be a Group Policy Preferences file. This file
contains a user – SVC_TGS and a password which is AES encrypted.

Thanks to a leaked decryption key for this process it is possible to crack this password in a matter of
seconds using gpp-decrypt.
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Privilege Escalation - Administrator

With a username and password it is possible to use kerberoasting to enumerate for other users on 
the system. This only nets Administrator, we fail to grab their password hash due to clock skew 
however.

This is easily worked around by using ntpdate to sync my system time to the servers clock. Running
GetUserSPNs.py again reveals a hash in JtR format for the Administrator account.

This has is easily cracked, revealing the Administrator password to be Ticketmaster1968
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This password can then be used to authenticate as Administrator via psexec.

ZeroLogon (CVE-2020-1472)

As this machine is a domain controller it is worth testing for this vulnerability, the script can be 
downloaded from https://github.com/dirkjanm/CVE-2020-1472
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The exploit runs successfully, We can now use secretsdump.py to dump password hashes from the 
system using the Administrator account.

And with the Administrator hashes we can perform a pass the hash attack through psexec to gain a 
session.
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